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Dice Knight: Mystery of the Moirai is a classic Japanese board game with dark themes and
innovative features. Discover the personality of a cool hero in a game of luck and skill, where you
move on a board and collect points with your dice while exploring the dungeon and uncovering
its secrets. For the first time ever, the music has been recorded in high-quality digital format to
accompany your heroic quest. The soundtrack features a mixture of Japanese and Western music,
perfectly fit to enhance your magical experience. Features: - Unique soundtrack: accompany your
adventures and manage your dice roll. - RPG + board game: get ready to move around the board
and be on the lookout for clues to win, but with only your luck. - Easy-to-learn, hard-to-master
game: master it in a few minutes and get lost in the essence of classic RPG. - Welcoming world:
different environments and locations, each with its own name and atmosphere. - Specials: find
relics hidden around the room and gems to eat. - Dungeons and Bosses: play a maximum of
seven turns to explore the dungeon. Find hidden traps and take them out by rolling numbers on
each turn. - Repairs: have no fear, let your dice roll and save a damaged tile by placing it in the
repair box. Repair tiles can be brought back to life and used on another tile. - Giant roll: four dice
to roll against the huge Giant Roll. Let your luck and fate be decided by three tiles - one from the
dowsing, one from the unrolling and one from the falling tiles. - White and Black Rewards: play
with the classic Blue and Red reward system, or use the new White and Black rewards. - Various
themes: master magic in the Kamidagi, explore the ancient ruins of the Red Tower in the Legend
of the White Tiger, enjoy the eclectic atmosphere of the Eastern Village and taste the amazing
fruits of the Mysterious Apple Tree. ---------------------------- CONTENT RANKS: Can you solve the
mystery of Blackden’s strange festivities? In this breath-taking RPG you’ll meet new friends, gain
new powers and awaken the greatest artifact in the world. 1-2 players, 9 to 120 minutes. A roll of
the dice and a push of the button: the five heroes of the team of Dice Knight have been sent on
an incredible adventure! How long can you survive? Explore,

Features Key:
20+ levels to explore
Flexible, non-linear gameplay
Digital copy of the game
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